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President’s Report 

This report summarizes the actions undertaken by the Executive Committee after the previous 

report submitted to the General Assembly in March 2013.  

First a reminder from our webpages: 

The International Association of Worldloppet Skiers (IAWLS) is a non-profit, registered 

association with a double goal: 

- to help XC skiers interested in Worldloppet races with practical advice, 

- to serve as a link between the skiers and the race organizers in view of improving 

the quality of the races. 

Our basic philosophy is that we are enthusiastic WL skiers but also consumers who wish 

to get the best possible service for our money. There is a mutual interest between skiers 

and organizers which can be stated shortly as: “no organizers, no race – no skiers, no 

race!” 

 

Then back to this years report: 

1) Followup on items from last General Assembly 

Item 4.1-2013: Startnumber-booking in Marcialonga. This has been a topic for some years now. Ever 
since they got fully booked early. Distribution of numbers has a system. First a large number to 
scandinavian travel companies, then a large portion to italians, then many via hotels/accomodations 
in Val di Fiemme/Fassa. If any left then sold via webpage. There are many skiers who want a large 
portion to be sold via webpages.  



Followup on 4.1-2013 : Marcialonga is satisfied with the «via hotel» system so we do not se any 
change here. What we should do and have done is to inform more about the «bib via hotel» rule. A 
message about this is always at our frontpage, Worldlopperskier.com.  
 
Item 4.2-2013: We focus on items that must be changed to improve races but we must also applaud 
positive changes. Our race reports are full of positive feedback but an idea on this meeting was to 
have separate articles just to address positive changes. 
Followup on 4.2-2013 : Two examples, we made a newsitem applauding changes in Engadin start-
arrangements and also emailed them about this. Robert Palliser also wrote good words on changes in 
Dolomitenlauf and Gatineuloppet. We published that text on our webpages too. 
 
Item 4.3-2013 : We should make a charter for all Worldloppet races containing all our 
recommendations for the race. Before, during and after race. Then we would apply that charter on 
every race and have a discussion about what is good and what should change. 
Followup on 4.3-2013 : The charter was made and published December 2013. Both on web and 
Facebook. We also got newscoverage about this on other ski-webpages. We have used the charter 
on some races and made reports on it. More will come. We can do this every year. 

 

Group photo from last General Assembly (GA) meeting in St.Moritz 2013: 

 

 

2) Relations with the members 

Memberships 

In December 2015 we are 468 individual members. Up from 425 at time of last GA. Members 

from 32 different nations. 



IAWLS has also a Facebook organization-page. That page is open for everyone interested in 

Worldloppet, not just our members. That “page” has  677 supporters (so-called “Likes”). Up 

from 426 supporters during last GA. These 468 members are not the same as the 677 

supporters on Facebook. Many members don’t use Facebook. 

Advice for skiers 

Our advice for skiers, mostly travel advice, was during 2012/2013 updated with new 

information and tips. Since then travel tips have been given by ECM and members on our 

Facebook pages and via emails. 

Supporting our members 

ECM has kept on helping members by replying to their emails. A key element in our goals. In 

addition to emails we correspond to our members with “chat/comment-feature” on both our 

webpages and our Facebook pages. Comments on webpages are per article so members can 

choose to ask questions next to a specific article. Our Facebook-page have become more 

active every year. Still our webpages are important and containt our race articles and other 

good news. 

IAWLS Website 

Our current webpage design and form have been in place since September 2012. Visitor 

traffic is good. There are a good histories on races and news there. 

In addition to race reports there have been other good articles on our webpages with subjects 

as ski marathon and related subjects.  

Race reports 

We have since last GA published many race reports. Not for every race but many. Some times 

members have delivered race reports too. That’s good and we hope for more. Race reports 

gives new WL-skiers a good review of the races when they evaluate what WL races to do. 

Welcome email and mass emails to members 

We do not email all our members often. Usually only ahead of GA. We should have a 

“Welcome as a member” email. 

 

3) Relations with Worldloppet and WL races 
 

We have communication with Worldloppet and contact them when we have special issues we 

want to address. Like the cases of full startfee refund, Worldloppet receptions and our 

“Charter”.  

Contact with races are also on case-by-case basis. We contact them when we have issues to 

address. Focus will also be on our “race-charter” now. It is targeted on all Worldloppet races. 

Any skimaraton actually.  



Our General Assembly and the documents from that meeting are also a clear communication 

to Worldloppet and the races. We gather many issues on these meeting documents. We also 

hope that someone from Worldloppet and the Worldloppet race close to meeting-location will 

attend our meeting. We do invite them. 

Full refund when races are cancelled 

Some WL races are cancelled and some do not refund anything to skiers. Like 

Birkebeinerrennet in 2014. There is a solution to this. We contacted international insurance 

companies, made a solution and published it on our webpages in July 2014. It is possible to 

buy an insurance so that a full refund can be given. It only changes the startingfee minimal, 

un-noticeable. The final report on this was published on our webpages and we presentet our 

case to Worldloppet also. So far no changes but races and Worldloppet are aware of it. That’s 

good. 

Cost of Worldloppet reception 

We feel that in the spirit of Worldloppet and the goal of gathering as many skiers as possible 

on ski, these Worldloppet reception meetings should have free entry for all. If food or drinks 

are served an optional charge could be made only for those who wanted food/drinks. We 

approached US Birkie and Finlandialoppet on this. US Birkie changed their words on 

webpages so that entry is free and people may buy optional food&drinks. Success! But 

Finlandialoppet did not want to change their reception charge. No success. We will ask them 

again later. Case is not over. 

Extra charge in french skimarathons. Discrimination of foreignes. 

In Trasjurassienne the foreign skiers are forced to pay an extra insurance-fee that is not 

needed for many. We have tried to change this since at least 2013 with no luck yet. We have 

addressed it to the race, the french skifederation FFS and FIS. In 2015 a member also took the 

case to European Commission and got what we think is a positive reply. The thing is that if a 

skier has a skiing license including accident insurance from his home nation he does not need 

to buy extra license+insurance when participating in a french skirace. Too bad many have to 

and that’s wrong. Even if the skier showes proof of license he still have to buy more, like in 

Transjurassienne. Some say licenses from Switzerland and Italy are accepted but no other 

nation. Still very wrong. We will continue with this case. It’s not over.  

Price of race-participation 

Prices of starting fees have gone up quite a lot on some races the last 5-6 years. Why and what 

should be done? We made a report about this price-development some years ago. Also, some 

members commented the large amount of advertising “pushed in their face” from skiraces. On 

some races the starting fee does not reflect the expences of the race, because the sponsors pay 

in total a lot more than all starting fees combined. This is very varying from race to race. We 

hope startfee will not explode in price. Prices will be followed up and presented. In December 

2015 we published a newsarticle about pricelevels of Worldloppet races, from 2002 til 2016. 

We will continue and follow this subject in years to come. 



 

4) Composition of the Executive Committee 
 

Since last meeting in 2013 these executive members have ending their term:  

Christophe Joanblanq  

Bjørn Hanson  

We thank them for good work as ECM during many years. 

 

We have not had a GA meeting since 2013 so renewing of terms will be special.  

 

Executive members up for renewing are actually all because it is so long since last GA 

meeting: 

Hervé Coutine, FRA, 2016-2019. 

Margaret Hayes, AUS, 2016-2019. 

Lars Vagle, 2016-2019 (president and web editor) 

 

With no AG meeting in 2015 we have renewing for these too: 

Boris Petroff, 2015-2018 

Minoru Matsuyama, 2015-2018 

Thomas Huber, 2015 -2018 

 

We need a new secretary. At the moment we don’t have any. Boris and me are working partly 

as secretary. 

 

Note: The committee members do not represent any particular country, they work for all WL 

skiers. 

 

 

 

Med vennlig hilsen  

Lars Vagle.  

President for The International Association of Worldloppet Skiers. 

IAWLS. 

 

 

 


